
Flores, Valeria

From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Rita Liberman
Monday, September 27, 2021 10:04 PM
Flares, Valeric
SB 9 and 10

CAUTION: This email was delivered from the Internet. Do not click links or open attachments unless you know the
content is safe. Report phish using the Phish Alert Button. Learn
more...<https://mydoit.cityofpasadena.net/sp?id=kb_article_view&sysparm_article=KB0010263>.

Hello,
My name is Margarita Blinchik and I am residing at ., in Pasadena.
I would like to vote no on SB 9 and 10. I would like Pasadena's current zoning regulations to remain as they are and not
allow building multiple units on one parcel.
Please let me know if I should be commenting via an alternate media.
Thank you!
Margarita Blinchik
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Flares, Valeric

From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mary Dee Romney
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:34 AM
Flares, Valerie

Reyes, David; Mermell, Steve; Gordo, Victor; Madison, Steve
Comments: 9/28 Planning Commission Meeting

CAUTION: This email was delivered from the Internet. Do not click links or open attachments unless you know the content is
safe. Report phish using the Phish Alert Button. Learn more....

FOR THE RECORD OF THE 9/28/21 PASADENA PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING:

The City of Pasadena, the CA planning community and CA municipalities should fight
Sacramento's central zoning control.

The resistance is already organized and a ballot measure for an initiative already drafted -
here:

https://www.commumtiesforchoice.ors/

It is NOT amusing that San Francisco's radical politicians (like Scott Wiener) call SB 9 the
"Duplex Bill" and SB 10 "Light Touch Density," both gross deceptions.

My neighbor, a Stanford tech guy, did a l/2-mile circle graph grid for regularly-scheduled
bus (transit) stops in Pasadena.

There is NO neighborhood in Pasadena that escapes SB 10.

In yesterday's mail I received a solicitation from United Dwelling (ADU's, Los Angeles)
offering a free property review, on-site inspection, a new backyard home built in 60 days
and $20,000 in annual rental income.

Since ADU's already are permitted, why are they not calculated against CA projected
housing needs?

Answer:

Because Sacramento has adopted Embarcadero Institute's per capita projection of CA
housing needs - stated at 3.5 million units - using New York state for a model.

Embarcadero's own website questions the model:

https://embarcaderoinstitute.com/portfolio-items/.rt-R-million-california-housing-
shortage-number-is-wrong-fueling-poor-policy/
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The legislature must be resisted on this.

CAR and their monitoring/investigating/litigating non-profit "Californians for
Homeownership" must be be resisted.

https://www.caforhomes.ors/

The campaign finances of state senators and assembly members must be investigated.

M^any, many California property owners are ready to go to war on this - especially when
they learn of the push for institutional acquisitions.

Joining the ballot initiative drive to end centralized planning by Sacramento, already
organized as noted above, is the right step for Pasadena.

I encourage it and am pleased to participate.

Mary Dee Romney

Pasadena, CA 91105
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